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Meta is expanding access
to AI-generated creative
tools—and removing
disclosures
Article

The news: Meta is rolling out generative AI tools more broadly to advertisers over the next

few months, the company announced this week. Advertisers can now use Meta AI prompts to
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generate text, messages, and visuals for ad campaigns.

Expanding genAI: Meta has made generative AI a focus of its advertising business, opening

up access to cheap and powerful ad copy for brands of all sizes. It’s only going to become a

bigger focus from here: In the company’s most recent earnings report, it said it would

increase its spending, including on AI.

All about perception: In a notable shift, Meta is removing the “made with AI” watermark from

advertisements that it places on AI-generated images shared by users. The change reveals a

fundamental conflict between brands and platforms’ desire to develop AI and consumer

sentiment surrounding the technology.

Our take: AI poses a significant ethical question for brands, but there are more incentives to

conceal its usage than to be transparent. Though consumers broadly say they want

disclosures, only 25% notice when AI usage is disclosed, per a Yahoo survey.

Generative AI tools will have a degree of personalization: Advertisers will be able to upload

photos of products they want visuals to reflect, and Meta said generative AI text prompts will

use previous inputs and ads to deliver results that reflect a brand’s tone.

AI tools will be free for advertisers, but political advertisers will be barred from using them.

Meta debuted even more generative AI tools at its NewFronts presentation last week. Those

tools are centered on recommending creators and influencers that best align with a brand or

product’s advertising goals on Facebook, Instagram, and Reels.

Other existing AI advertising products from Meta include the ability to reformat ads across

Meta’s ecosystem of social platforms.

AI is a controversial technology, to say the least. Consumer sentiment around the tech is

generally low, whistleblowers have criticized AI e�orts of companies like Microsoft, and

widespread access to genAI has led to an increase in misinformation and harmful content that

platforms are struggling to reign in.

Consumers say they want brands to disclose when they use AI, but Meta’s change reflects a

desire from platforms and brands to hide its usage in the hopes of reaping its low-cost

benefits without damaging brand perception—a change we predicted earlier this year.

https://content-na1.emarketer.com/after-strong-q1-meta-looks-ai-its-future
https://content-na1.emarketer.com/meta-introduces-new-ai-powered-advertising-tools-newfronts
https://chart-na1.emarketer.com/265104/extent-which-us-consumers-trust-ai-aug-2023-of-respondents?_gl=1*h4dlge*_ga*MTMxOTMyNzk1MC4xNjc1NDQ0ODI3*_ga_XXYLHB9SXG*MTcxNTIwMTQyOS41MjEuMS4xNzE1MjA0MDg4LjUzLjAuMA..*_gcl_au*ODgxNzY3Mjg5LjE3MTQ0MTg0MDIuMjA0NjQ2NzY5Ni4xNzE1MjAzMjUwLjE3MTUyMDQwODE.&_ga=2.251920577.952575803.1715002342-1319327950.1675444827
https://content-na1.emarketer.com/should-brands-disclose-they-use-ai
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That means Meta’s change is likely to go unnoticed by consumers. In return,cheap, easy

access to AI will help Meta regain favor with advertisers who have recently expressed

frustration with the company’s lack of transparency around ad metrics and viewership

numbers.


